Correlation statistics measure the central tendency of a population or a sample. Correlation does not necessarily mean a linear relationship between two variables. The fact that two events occur together does not necessarily mean that one causes the other. For example, there is a correlation between ice cream sales and the number of drowning deaths. However, this does not mean that ice cream causes drowning deaths. Contrary to what some might believe, you don’t need to be a scientist though; anyone wanting to learn about how researchers can make sense of data. However, the statistics behind it is not just about formulas and calculation. Many wrong conclusions can be accepted as supporting the alternative hypothesis - the result need to differ from the null hypothesis. Replication can help identify both intentions (or sufficient knowledge) with their results. The results of a science investigation often contain much more data or information than the scientist can easily process. Therefore, it is an important part of the statistics tutorial for the scientific method. Published on October 13, 2016.
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